
OVERVIEW 
The hyperkalemia market experienced a significant shift with the approval of 
Relypsa’s Veltassa in October 2015 and subsequent launch in January 2016.  
Indeed, Veltassa was the first treatment for hyperkalemia to be approved in 
more than 50 years 
 
RealWorld Dynamix: Hyperkalemia is the third annual report on the actual 
treatment patterns for hyperkalemia covering the pre-Veltassa environment 
as well as the post-launch environment.  Both the cardiology and nephrology 
specialties collaborate to contribute +/- 1,000 patient records for patients in 
whom they made a pharmacologic intervention to address hyperkalemia. 

 

SAMPLE & METHODOLOGY  
RealWorld Dynamix™: Hyperkalemia is based on a deep, robust patient 
chart analysis of 1,000 patients who had a recent intervention for               
hyperkalemia, beyond dietary modification. Each nephrologist/cardiologist 
(n=200) completes an in-depth medical history of the most recent 3-7 patients 
in whom they made an intervention to lower serum potassium levels. An    
excellent augmentation to claims data, RealWorld Dynamix™ also captures 
the clinician’s perspective on the why behind treatment (and non-treatment) 
decisions. In addition to patient demographics and treatment history, clinical 
assessments, diagnostic tests and laboratory values are included to provide 
insight into the real world treatment patterns in hyperkalemia and to      
demonstrate how they have evolved with the advent of Veltassa. 

 

KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED 
 For patients presenting with hyperkalemia, what do physician’s believe to 

be the cause(s)? 

 What impact has Veltassa had on the hyperkalemia market?  What is the 
profile of a Veltassa treated patient?  Compared to SPS?  Compared to 
those who have an ACE/ARB/MRA adjustment? 

 What are the reasons physicians are NOT prescribing Veltassa for      
patients that present with hyperkalemia? 

 When patients present with hyperkalemia, which interventions are used 
by nephrologists and cardiologists?  How does this vary by the setting in 
which the patient presents (in-patient, outpatient, dialysis)? 

 At what potassium level are different interventions used? 

 What is the duration of SPS and Veltassa prescriptions? 

 When ACE/ARB/MRA is discontinued due to hyperkalemia, in what     
percent of the cases do practitioners intend to re-initiate once              
hyperkalemia is controlled? 

 Which other medications are these patients typically taking and how does 
the dosing interval (QD, BID, TID) impact use of Veltassa? 

 How soon after the intervention do physicians order a follow-up            
potassium test?  How soon do they physically see the patient?  

 For patients treated with Veltassa in the hospital, what percent are      
discharged on Veltassa and for what duration? 
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Products Profiled 
 

Veltassa, Kayexalate/Kionex, insulin, sodium           
bicarbonate, diuretics, calcium gluconate, ACE/
ARB, MRAs 
 
Pipeline: ZS-9, RDX-7675 

 
Key Dates 
 

 October 2017 

 

 

Deliverables 
 

 PowerPoint report  

 Frequency Tables & Summary        

Statistics  

 On-site or web-based presentation  

 Copy of de-identified patient record 

database 

 Proprietary questions (for purchasers 

of the report) 
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